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"SERVICE the USER"
MIS's WATCHWORD

Many of us at UTL are familiar with Management lnformation Systems (MlS), although we may not be aware of the scope

of their responsibilities. These responsibilities include developing and maintaining the corporate business systems'

managing the data processing hardware (mainframe and PC's) and supporting the company's data and telephone

communications networks.

"SERVICE the USER" means timely, helptul support to resolve problems, while providing advice to help avoid future

problems. lt also means ensuring that we, the users ol UTL's computer systems, have the programs available (and

operational) which will allow us to conduct business in an efficient and timely manner.

To facilitate this, the personnel in MIS are organized into teams. Each team consists of a team leader and as many suppott

personnel as necessaly to accomplish the task assigned.

These teams service lour functional areas which include; FINANCE, MANUFACTURING, COMMUNICATIONS, AND

OPERATIONS.

This organization will allow MIS to support all areas of UTL and make it much more responsive to the user's needs.

DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, and PRODUCTION are the methods used by MIS to support its users.

DEVELOPMENT is involved with the actual writing of new computer Programs to satisfy the user's needs.

IMpLEMENTATION canvarylromthe installationof newlyacquired softwareprograms, tothestart-upof programsdesigned

and written specifically for use at UTL.

PRODUCTION is the classification given to the day to day maintenance of the computer Programs and daia bases that exist

on UTL's main computer systems.

The responsibilities of the MIS department are far reaching and they are constantly searching torways to do things smarter,

faster and with more accuracy.

Management lnformation Syslems is just another way that UTL is looking toward the Future and making it happen TODAY

4 See related inlormation inside.
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What Makes Recalls?

When companies have a custom of waivers that allows variation in product design, problems

will occur

The most frustrating and embarrassing action a mass producer takes is recalling a product that

has been sold to customers. In most cases the problem that caused the recall is not a design item or

even workmanship - it is some inadequacy that happened during the production process. Often the

reason for the recall stems from something that will come loose or change during use. Recently,

bottled water was recalled because of a missed step in the process.

Companies invite recalls when they don't have specific requirements for performing each task

exactly the same way every time. When a custom of waivers allows variation in product design or the

manufacturing process, problems will occur. No matter how significant a step may appear, it is part

of the whole system. If the product has a defective design, every one produced should fail. But that

rarely happens.

We will never see true quality management until everyone takes each requirement seriously.

Companies who come across the word "recall" only in their competitors' press announcements, do

take each requirement seriously. Consistent management policy and successful implementation of
quality processes ensure a nonexistent recall rate.

Unfortunately employees responsible for measuring and reporting quality in most organizations

assume they can make judgments on what is "good enough." That changes the plan, the design, the

process. These actions predict failure. What is the practice in your company? If deviation approvals

are a normal way of doing business, cut this article out and send it to the CEO. He may not realize

what the absence of a clear quality policy can bring.

r by Philip Crosby
Source: Quality Digest, October 1990
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Chairman

Co-Chairman

Secretary

UTL SAFETY COMMITTEE
1991 ROSTER

Officers

*VanessaBradbury Ext. 530,219

David Avalos Ext. 516

Velma Lozano Ext. 109

Members At Large

NAME
*Jim Boyd

Nancy Buxton
*Al Cox

Steve Culbertson
*Gay Lynne Farrar

Steve Gonzales

Fernando Gutierrez

Ron Henager
*Fred Jenke
*Walt Kovar
*Ardis Long

EXT

121

388

345

256

269

531

233

r82

2',78

4',l s

439

NAME

Monty Martin
*T,D. McDaniel

Ed Moore

*Tim O'Brien
*Pam Owens

*Lynece Pfledderer

*Phil Polone

*Paul Smithey

*Charles Tirrrentine
*Clair Weeks

EXT

358

457

487

460

158

306

381

32r

167

1i1

*These members are able to enter restricted (clearance only) areas, should an emergenry situation arise'

SAFETY NEWS

)> A potentially hazardous safety/environmental concern has been eliminated from the UTL facility. The

alodine process is now being conducted by outside vendors.

) First Aid Kits have been ordered and will be installed in central areas throughout the building.

> An Emergenry Response Team is in the process of being formed. The members will be involved in chemical

spill response; CPR; and First Aid. Any employee who is interested in joining this team can contact any officer
or member of the Safety Committee for more information.
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RICHARD LOVE
Quality Control

BRENT DAHLIN
Material Control

BENJAMIN ARNOLD
Manufacturing Test

TEANA BUSH
Human Resources

GREG RUNNEBAUM
Systems Effect Engineering

DWAYNE SCOTT
Army Product Line

SYLVIA JENKINS
Human Resources

GARY LOWE
Finance

ETHICS HOTLINE

are currently in place:

95r 7443
(408) 737-7482
(800) 843-s003

Ethics Hotline numbers

UTL
ARGOSystems
Boeing
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PROMOTIONS

FERNANDO GUTIERREZ
from CAD Operator III

to CAD Desigher/Drafter RICK HERNANDEZ
from Electronic Tech II
to Electronic Tech III

STACY SALDIBAR
from Secretary II

to Senior SecretarySCOTT JOHNSON
from Loeistics Analvst I
to LogiStics Analysi II

JANUARY 3 Years

Steven Fisher
Bobbi Jackson
Keith Evans

3 Years

Carlos Ruiz
Steve Engleman
Larry Wagnon

ANNIVERSARIES

5 Years

Ken Chao
Vanessa Bradbury
Scott Johnson

5 Years

Art Ramsel

10 Years

Linda Morris
John Leighton

15 Years

Emil Hohimer
FEBR.UARY
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MANAGEMENT

INFORMANON
SYSTEMS

. . . a department reporting to Gary Lowe, the Vice President of Finance.

Jeff Farmer working with MIS has 20 + years experience in
the Information Services field. Jeff's positions in the discipline
have ranged from systems analyst to Corporate Vice President.
Jeff maintains a strong background in systems implementation

of PC's and Hewlett-Packard mainframes.

JEFF FARMER

The OPERATIONS TEAM is tasked with keeping the

computer equipment in good running order. These

currently consist of the Prime 4050, the Hewlett-Packard

Model925, and a Sun Microsystems network. This team

has the responsibility of setting up new users on each

system, developing utility programs, and ensuring that the

integrity of the data is maintained (ie. backups).

DENT.IY CHAMBERS, DANNEY JARMAN, NANCY BUSHMAN

The COMMUNICATIONS TEAM has a wide range of

responsibilities. These include Personal Computer (PC)

support for hardware and software, networking systems

(including local [LAN] and wide [WAN] area networks) and

telephone communications.

This team stays curent on new developments in the PC area

and should be involved in any decision regarding PC

upgrades and selection of applicable software. In many cases,

this expertise can prevent costly mistakes in buying hardware

and software that may not meet your needs.

DOUG ADAMS



Rowena Thomas is the "glue" that holds MIS together. Her

most challenging task is finding MIS employees when a user

yells "HELP!!". We're not quite sure how she does it' but she is

usually successful in finding people in just a few minutes,

although they may be in any area of the company helping other

users.

In addition to providing the usual administrative support for
the department, Ro runs MIS's "TASK MASTER" program.

This program was written to track the tasks and their related

priorities for all developmental and production items that have

been requested by users.

JON KOHR, CURT FICKEN, ANGELIA CI{ANCE, MURRY BRYANT

The MANUFACTURING TEAM is devoting most of

its attention to the implementation of Phase IIIA of
Western Data Systems flilDS) Compass Contract.

This phase contains the Purchasing, Bills of Material,

and Inventory modules.

Production efforts in this area include maintenance

of the programs currently being run on the Prime

4050 computer and the Axiom software. This system

still supports many users. Once Phase IIIA is
complete, WDS will be in production and the

Prime/Axiom system will be phased out.

{
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The FINANCE TEAM is currently doing production

work which consists of the processing of payroll, the

processing and printing of financial reports such as

departmental expense, work-in-process (\MIP) and

labor distribution.

Development is done when new reports are required,

or new processes are necessary. An example of this is

the Labor Distribution Module, or LDM. The current

financial software did not support this function, so the

application was developed internally.

ROWENA TI{OMAS

WAYNE OGLESBY and HALLI JOHNSON



PIERRE
BRADSHAW-

FALCOI{ER
How many employees of UTL have a falcon
who sleeps at the foot of the bed? Probably

only one. Pierre Bradshaw is this unique
individual and the tale of how that falcon
came along is our employee hobby story this
month.
Pierre's interest inbirds hasbeen lifelong, but
his pursuit of a license to practice falconry
goes back to October, 1989.

He began then to work at the Daltas Birds of Prey Center* as a volunteer, doing everything from cleaning bathpans to

training vultures and presenting programs. At the same time, he began the laborious process to satisfy the Texas state

requirements for a license to practice falconry.
First, Pierre built a mew--which is housing for a falcon or hawk--and obtained the equipment for state inspection,

everything from scales to bathpans. Once the facilities inspection is passed, the aspiring falconer is permitted to take a

100 question test that requires a score of 80 to pass. After months of study, including asking one another questions from

the study guide in bed every night, Pierre and his wife Ann passed the test in August with scores of.92and 93. (She let him

make one point higher.)
The falconer's first bird must be a red-tail hawk or American Kestrel trapped from the wild. Ann chose a kestrel, Tiinket,
and that trappingwasn't too hard. Pierre's trapping the red-tail was an 8-week comedy of errors. Murphy's lawwas working

overtime as they hit the backroads of Texas in search of a first year bird, called a passage bird, the only age permitted to

be taken for falconry. First, the extended warm season delayed the migration of the birds this fall. Tiapping season laws

don't take this situation into account, and the season ends December 31. Any falconer who doesn't have his bird by then

will have to wait until next September 15 to try again. As Pierre and Ann scanned the skies looking for those migratory

hordes, the anxiety grew. Then, they began to see red-tails and attempted trapping several. The rule seemed to be, "If
it's trappable, it's too old to keep." Then a tractor pulling a gigantic trailer ran over one trap--gerbil and all. Boston Blackie

had given his all and he didn't even want to be a falconer. Red-shouldered hawks hit the trap but that wasn't what Pierre

wanted. Then Pierre and Ann managed to run over the trap themselves, which isn't as difficult as it sounds. By this time,

Ann had learned to do trap repairs enroute.
The season marched on--arxiety increasing. Pierre had decided to take a week of vacation time by mid-December. Those

who know how hard it is to get Pierre away from UTL can measure his anxiety by this decision. On December 18, on the

first trap toss of the day, Windrider hit the trap and was snared. 1500 miles of country roads, one truck alignment, and many

junk food meals went into the effort, but it all seemed worth it right then.
Pierre and Ann also have a Lanner falcon, Darcy, that they are permitted because she is an African species and therefore

permitted by Texas law so long as she is not hunted on protected species. Darry is the one on the foot of the bed.

If you would like to learn more about these birds, or have a chance to see Pierre's falconry skills in action, visit the Dallas

Birds of Prey Center almost any weekend. He'll be there, maybe with this friend Mortimer the turkey vulture on his fist,

or giving programs on the value and protection of these birds for groups of visitors. He's found an excellent way to mesh

his personal passion with community service and the need for conservation of our resources.

' refer to Bulletin Board for information regarding location'
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VOLLEYBALL

Two co-ed volleyball teams willbegin their season onWednesday,

February L3 at the Irving YMCA on Story Road.

UTLT
Fernando Gutierrez - Captain
Esther Gutierrez
John Kinsey
Tom Purdue
May MacGregory

You may pick up a schedule in Human

SOFTBALL

UTL will have two co-ed softball teams, the Red Team and the

Green Team. Games will be played on Ttresday nights at Brown-

wood (corner of Walnut and Webbs Chapel). The first game will
be Tuesday, Aprll2. Schedules will be available from Jeff Bailey
(Ext. 190) or Nancy Ruth (Ext. 116) the end of March.

BOWLING

UTLs two bowling teams bowl every Thursday night at 6:00 at the
Heart Bowl on Northwest HighwaY.

AEROBICS

Did you know:

Most people have tried to become fit at least some time during

their lives, but have quit - probablybecause they were bored with
their routines and didn't get results they wanted. Well the perfect

solution is right down the hall - matter of fact - in the cafeteria
every Tuesday and Thursday night from 5:30 p.m' to 6:30 p.m.

Yes, the aerobic classes are still going strong and are growing.

Come and join us for fun, exercise and release of the stress in your

everyday life. Contact Halli Johnson at Ext. 545 if you have any

questions or need more information concerning the classes.

ttDL-tL
Glenn Haskins - Captain
Larry Wagnon
Chris Adamac
Charles Stewart
Jeff Bailey
Pam Williams
Teana Bush
Sylvia Jenkins
Nanry Ruth

Resources or from Fernando Gutierrez.



Half-Price Night at the

Wrestling Match
Friday, February 8 saw thirty UTLers
and their friends, family and associates

enjoying the professional athletic
antics of Awesome Kong, Georgec us

Gary, Chris Walker, Bill Dundee, the
California Hunk, and Jerry "The
King" Lawler. They had such fun they
are calling for an encore. Watch the
bulletin boards for information
regarding another match soon.

We have tickets available now for half-price night at the
following Texas Rangers' games:

May 19, 2:00 p.m. Boston Red Sox $6.00
Aug. L9, 7:35 p.m. Baltimore Orioles $6.50

We are planning on having atail9ate party prior to the May
L9 game, so watch this paper and the bulletin boards for
further information.

UTL is participating in the annual March of Dimes WalkAmerica to take place
Saturday, April27 at White Rock Lake. If you would like to participate either as a
walker or as a sponsor, please contact Marsha Saenz (Ext.213), Gary Epton (Ext,.423),
or Nancy Ruth (Ext. 116).

Easter Egg Hunt
An Easter Egg Hunt for the children will be held at Bachman Lake on Sunday,
March 24 from 1:00 to 3:00 pm. There'll be hot dogs, chips, drinks, games and
the traditional hunt. Watch the bulletin boards for more information. If you
would like to volunteer to help, please contact:

Lisa Caravella
Freddie Kennard
Nanry Ruth

Ext.154
Ext. 363

Ext. 116

Flowers
The Employees'Club Charter states that flowers willbe sent to a hospitalized club member or their spouse. Flowers
will also be sent upon the death of an immediate family member. We apologize for any misunderstandings regarding
the sending of flowers. If you know of anyone who should receive flowers, please call Nancy Ruth at Ext. 116 or
Marsha Saenz at Ext. 213.
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SAM'S WAREHOUSE CARDS

You may obtain a Sam's Warehouse Membership
card by filling out an application in Human
Resources and taking it along with your UTL or
Boeing badge to the Membership Desk at Sam's.

If your club or organization has some
information to be included in this
paper, please submit the information
to NanryRuth in Human Resourcesby
the 5th of each month. ..:

DALLAS BIRDS OF PREY CENTER
RAPTOR EDUCATION PROGRAM
DALLAS NATURE CENTER

7s75 WHEATLAND ROAD (214) 780-9888
DALLAS, TEXAS 75249 (214) 296-1955

** PARKING AND GENERAL ADMISSION ARE FREE
** LAR.GEST NATIVE BIRDS OF PREY EXHIBIT IN TEXAS
I* PUBLIC PROGRAMS EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY AT 3:30 PM

COST - Adults $3.00 / Kids (5-13) $2.00
DNC Members & Kids (4& under) FREE

** 15 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN DALI-AS
** SCHOOL AND YOUTH GROUP PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
'* FULL RAPTOR REHABILITATION EACILITY

i##tr

BIRDS OF PREY ARE "PROTECTED SPECIES" BY BOTH FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS.
EAGLES, HAWKS, FALCONS, AND OWI-S ARE A NATURAL RESOURCE OF TEXAS.
LEARNABOUT THEM, ENJOY THEM _ PRESERVE THEMFORFUTURE GENERATIONS.

'#-+:ii"]rllii
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L.D. HUNT

JANVASQUEZ

WILLIAM M. KIRK
(MIKE)

IRENE G. MUNOZ-SMITH

POSITIONI Director - Army Programs
PREVIOUS POSITION: AQL Program Manager
GREATEST ACCOMPIJSHMENT: Finding mywife (Barbara)
MARRIED: Yes
CHILDREN: FouT
GRANDCHILDRXN: Eight; 3 boys and 5 girls
EAYORITE PASTIME OR HOBBY Fishing
PERSON YOU MOST ADMIRE: Thomas Rlison (thanks for electric lights)
FAYORITE FOOD: Seafood (mainly Iobster and flounder)
FAYORJTE MUSIC: Country @opular)
FAYORITE SAYING OR PHILOSOPIfY: "Don't Engage Your Moulh Before Engaging Your Brain"
LAST BOOK REAI): Executive Decision
LAST MOVIE SEEN: Fatal Attraction
MOST MEMORABLE MOMENT: Birth of my second child (I watched)

POSITION: Senior Buyer
PREVIOUS POSITION: Buyer - Honeywell Solid State Electronics Division
GRXATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: My promotion to Buyer at TRW I HAD ARRIVED!
MARRIED: Yes
CHILDREN: flro I-abrador Retrievers - Coconut and Sadie
tr'AYORITE PASTIME OR HOBBY Reading, making stained glass windows
PERSON YOU MOST ADMIRE: Winston Churchill
FAVORITE FOOD: My mother's cooking
FAVORITE MUSIC: Deep Breakfast - Ray Lynch
FAVORITE SAYING OR PHILOSOPI{Y: As a buyer there is always the daily potential to be a hero or a
goat, more o{ten the latter.
LAST BOOK READ: Shelby Foote - "The Civil War, A Narrative" 3rd volume
LAST MOYIE SEEN: Flight Of The Memphis Belle
MOST MEMORABLE PROFESSIONAL MOMENT: When the carton of "Luna Balls" arrived at TRW
(I had ordered magnetic tape) - laughter and small grey magnetic balls were everywhere.

POSITION: Contracl Administrator
PREVIOUS POSITION: Malerial Conlrol Supervisor/Senior Buyer
GREATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Managed $300 million in inventory while training 25 material
analysts in M.R.P
MARRIED: Yes

CHILDREN: Five; 29 , 27 , 23, 1.6, and 5 (plus 90 foster children)
GRANDCHILDREN: Ttvo (foster grandchildren)
FAVORITE PASTIME OR HOBBY Fishing and Bowling
FAVORITE FOOD: Steak
FAVORITE MUSIC: Eaqy listening music
FAYORITE SAYING OR PHILOSOPITY: In Sh'al-lah
LAST BOOK READ: Borne Supremary
LAST MOYIE SEEN: Prelty Woman
MOST MEMORABLE TIME: Living overseas for nine years

POSITION: Electronic Publications System Administrator
PREVIOUS POSITION: Electronic Publications Editor
GREATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Receiving B.S. in Blucation
MARRIED: Yes, Scolt
CHILDREN: Louie David - 8, Andrew - 6, ? (4 weeks)
FAYORITE PASTIME OR HOBBY Anything that involves being outdoors
PERSON YOU MOST ADMIRE: My mother and father
FAVORITE FOOD: I enjoy a variety of foods, but I'll eat any kind of bread or pastry.
FAYORITE MUSIC: Old Time Rock -n- Roll, Jazz, Country, Clasical
FAVORITE SAYING OR PHILOSOPIfY: "Stop And Smell The Roses. Enjoy Each Day, Like lt's Your l,ast"
LAST BOOK READ: "What It's Uke To Be A Bunny" (I read children's books wilh my boys every night)
LAST MOYIE SEEN: Three Men And A Little l,ady
MOST MEMORABLE MOMENT: The marriage with my husband Scott; with my two precious boys actively
participating in the wedding ceremony. They looked so cute walking hand in hand down the aisle in their tuxedos.


